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Abstract— This paper describes the autonomous car that is
being built for the RobotDay competition, arranged by SICK
GmbH. The basic rule is to let an autonomous vehicle drive a
track as fast as possible, based on any sensor technology. For
this race SICK donated one S300 professional proximity sensor
to each team.

Our vehicle will use the circle sector expansion (CSE) method
to avoid obstacles and to find its way along the track. We show
initial results where the CSE method was used to guide the
vehicle through a test track defined by cones and other objects.

I. INTRODUCTION

SICK announced a competition named the SICK
RobotDay[7]. It will be held October 27 2007, in Waldkirch
Germany. We submitted our interest to compete with one
indoor and one outdoor team. We were accepted and a S300
professional laser range finder was shipped to us.

The basic rule for the competition is to drive tracks as
fast as possible without touching any of the objects that
constitute the boundaries. Suitable methods for this problem
are methods for obstacle avoidance, such as the VFH[1], and
VFH+[8], and methods for path planning. We plan to use
the circle sector expansion (CSE)[4] method to guide our
vehicle, see Figure 1, through the environment. The CSE
method is well suited for this sort of problem.

II. T HE CSEMETHOD

The CSE[6] method can be used to find a way through
an environment populated by obstacles. The initial condition
for the CSE method is a circle sector placed at the vehicle.
From there the sector expands to its maximum size and will
be bounded by given data. The data divides the present circle
arc into two new circle arcs and one of them are selected for
for further expansion.

Figure 2 shows an example when the CSE method is
initiated with circle sector C1 and the expansion follows the
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Fig. 1. The vehicle with a SICK S300 proximity laser range finder mounted
in the front. The vehicle is based on a 1:5 scale RC-car.

biggest chord, which after three expansions results in circle
sector C4.

III. T HE CAR AND ITS SYSTEM

To compete we need a car. At the moment it is a 1:5 scale
RC-car that has been modified and equipped with a MAXON

servo motor[5]. Figure 1 shows a picture of the vehicle, read
Table I for more information.

A. Hardware mounted on the car

The car is equipped with two microprocessors and one
embedded PC computer. The PC is used to register sen-
sor readings from the S300 and the microprocessors. The
steering servo and the electric motor are controlled by
CANDIPS[2]. The two microprocessors and a rate gyro are
connected on a CAN bus. One of the microprocessors is
connected to the embedded-PC[9] over a serial link and con-
tinuously stream encoder information, rate gyro readings,and
acceleration registrations. The control loops are implemented
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Fig. 2. This figure shows an example of an expanding sequence when the
CSE method is used on the data defined by the five points, labelled 1..5.
The initial circle sector is marked as C1. The arrows mark theexpanding
directions. The dashed lines build the Vornoi diagram.

in the embedded PC. A block diagram of the hardware is
shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. MINI -LUSAR is equipped with one servo motor, a steering servo,
two microprocessors, a rate gyro, and an embedded computer that runs
UBUNTU Linux. A remote LAPTOP was used to control the vehicle based
on sensor readings.

The SICK S300 professional laser range finder is mounted
in the front (about 0.6m from the rear wheel axis), and
connected to the embedded PC via a VSCOM NetCOM 113
PRO USB-RS422 serial converter. It scans a sector of270

o

at a max distance of 30m. It is set to stream scans at 7Hz.

IV. I NDOOR TEST ATLTU

A 20m long track was built in a basement corridor at Luleå
University of Technology. The track was defined by yellow
and red plastic cones, tipped benches, wall segments, door
passages, trash cans, and paper boxes. One end part of the
track is depicted in Figure 4.

The car was lined up at one end of the track and was
guided through the track by the CSE method.

Parameter Value
Name MINI -LUSAR
distance between wheel axes 0.54m
Wheelbase width 0.32m
Power 2x12V led-acid batteries
Laser sensor S300 mounted at position (0.6,0.0).
Motor MAXON servo motor with shaft encoder.
Rate gyro CAN connected, mounted at pos (0.26,0.07)
H-Bridge Motor Drive MD03-50V 20A
Computers CANDIPs and PICO-ITX 1GHz, 1GB RAM
Operating system Linux UBUNTO[3] server 7.04
Programming languages C, C++, Java,and MATLAB

Harddisk 4GB USB memory stick
Client computer Lenovo 3000N100 LAPTOP

WLAN Accesspoint 54Mbps
RS422-USB adapter VSCOM NetCOM 113 PRO USB-RS422

TABLE I

L ISTED PARAMETERS FORM INI -LUSAR, OUR CAR FOR THE

COMPETITION.

Fig. 4. The test track with present obstacles in form of cones, benches,
wall segments, a door passage, and paper boxes. The horizontally mounted
laser range finder is visible as the circular object on the topof the vehicle.
The USB memory stick is the glowing light at the bottom left corner.

A. The Circle Sectors Expansion (CSE) for obstacle avoid-
ance

The CSE method was used to find a path for the vehicle,
no information was stored between the CSE expansions. A
simple dog rabbit control law was used to make the vehicle
follow the polygon representing the center line of the free
space. The vehicle was set to drive with a velocity of 0.5m/s.

Figure 5 shows an example when the CSE method was
applied on a registered laser scan. The scan was taken from
the scene in Figure 4. As indicated; the laser range finder
detects the distant cones placed at approx. 7-8m away from
the car.

B. Test drive

Figure 6 to 8 are made from one test run. Figure 6 shows
the vehicle trajectory based on dead-reckoning. The laser
scan is taken before the vehicle starts to move. Next we
plot some of the registered laser scans overlaid to check for
inconsistence.
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Fig. 5. The dots are registrations made by the laser range finder. The CSE
method, starts from the left, and is used to find a possible waythrough the
environment. The plotted polygon consists of the connectedcircle origins.
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Fig. 6. A laser scan taken before the vehicle starts to move. The polygon,
that starts at (0,0), is the estimated trajectory for MINI -LUSAR.

Figure 7 indicates that the dead-reckoning, based on a
motor shaft encoder and a rate gyro, is working. It gives
support for implementation of a path-planner with the pos-
sibility to predict the states of the vehicle. Figure 8 plotsthe
accumulated travelled distance based on motor shaft encoder
readings.

Figure 9 shows the sideway acceleration registered by the
inertial sensor. The accelerometer readings is not used at
the moment but is planned to be used to detect bumpiness
in the road and the parts of the track with inclination. The
sensor is mounted at approximately (0.15m,0.04m) in vehicle
coordinates, wherêXw points forward and̂Yw completes a
right hand coordinate system. The vehicle frame is attached
to the middle of the rear axis. Figure 10 shows the registered
rate gyro signal and the estimated heading of the vehicle.
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Fig. 7. Overlaid laser scans along the trajectory indicatesthat the dead-
reckoning is pretty good and can be used to drive MINI -LUSAR, based on
odometry, along a given track.
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Fig. 8. The plot shows the accumulated distance based on shaft encoder
readings. It is possible to see that the vehicle moves about 20 meters with
a constant velocity.

C. Rules for the SICK robot day

The SICK Robot Day will present two tracks; one indoor
track and one outdoor track.

The indoor track will be about 25m long. The outdoor
track will be 100m long and defined by traffic cones. Some
parameters for the tracks are listed in Table II. The most
critical parameter for our vehicle is the min turn radius
for the indoor track, it is only 1m. The competing vehicle
must be fully autonomous. No wireless or wired connections
are allowed; all processing power must be onboard the
vehicle, and no tele-operation is allowed. The vehicle must
be equipped with an emergency button.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We have in tests shown that our vehicle can traverse a
track made of cones and other obstacles. It uses the CSE
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Fig. 9. The plot shows the sideway acceleration registered during one test.
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Fig. 10. The plots shows the registered angular velocity andheading of
the vehicle. It is based on the registered readings from the rate gyro, the
heading is the integrated rate gyro signal.

algorithm to find a way amid obstacles. The dead-reckoning,
based on a motor shaft encoder and a rate gyro, shows that
the odometry can be used to predict the vehicle position and
therefore increase its velocity. During tests the vehicle was
controlled by a LAPTOP computer running MATLAB . The
next step is to convert the MATLAB code to Java and run it
on the embedded computer on the vehicle.

Based on the registered angular velocity and lateral veloc-
ity we compute the turn radius to approximately 2m, which
is to much for the indoor track. MINI -LUSAR is well suited
for the outdoor track. It may need some bigger tires.

A. Future work

Build a vehicle that is more suitable for the indoor track
since our current vehicle has difficulties in meeting the
requirement on the turn radius.

We also plan to involve students of the ”Telerobotics”
class to evaluation of the CSE algorithm against the Vector

Parameter Indoor track Outdoor track
Length 25m 100m
Min lane width 1m 2m
Max lane width 5m 5m
Min turn radius 1m 3.5m
Building blocks continuous border traffic cones
Surface wood tarmac or paved
Max inclination angle 0% +-12%
Overall height difference 0m 1.6m
Bumpiness 0.00m 0.03m
Max time 120 seconds 120 seconds
Obstacles present in track 0 0
Number of tries 1-2 1-2

TABLE II

THIS TABLE LISTS SOME OF RULES AND PARAMETERS FOR THE INDOOR

AND OUTDOOR TRACK. THE TRACKS WILL BE BUILT AT SICK GMBH IN

WALDKIRCH , GERMANY.

Field Histogram VFH [1] and VFH+[8] methods in real life
tests. We also plan to implement a method to stretch and
smooth the polygon found by the CSE method. A natural
implementation is a dynamic speed controller so that the
vehicle can increase its speed in straight sections of the track.
One question that we may ask our self is: what happens if
the indoor boundaries are made of mirrors?
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